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Lightblocks durable polycarbonate and acrylic 
materials offer luminous colors and patterns 
which stand up to the abuse of commercial 
environments for schools, hospitals and retail 
venues.

Excellent impact resistance and cleanability 
coupled with Lightblocks durbale, renewable 
surface finish for a wall covering that will pass 
the test of time.

FREEDOM TO TRANSFORM

[FIRE RATED] offers Architects and designers 
more creative freedom to transform space 
in a variety of venues where fire ratings are 
required for finish surfaces and decorative 
elements. Wall coverings, wall panels and 
wall partitions as well as ceiling elements can 
now become luminous, colorful and exciting 
finished for interior design.

Custom colors, opaque and translucent 
designs and visual images are available in 
LIGHTBLOCKS [FIRE RATED].

[FIRE RATED] is available in LIGHTBLOCKS 
Designer, Palette, Canvas and Classic 
materials.

• Apply with mastic up to 40 square feet per 
panel. Field trim to size.

• Custom color caulks for joint fill and reveals.
• Optional hardware mounting systems.
• Coordinate with Lightblocks solid surfface 

counter and table top materials for a 
design symmetry that complements and 
contrasts playfully with light.

Now Available - Super Durable Fire Rated Wall Covering materials in a variety of configurations 
including high impact polycarbonate.

100% Recyclable 100% Renewable Finish
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[FIRE RATED]

THICKNESS STYLE/MATERIAL CLASS

1/16” Canvas - Palette / Poly A

1/4” Canvas - Palette / Poly A

1/2” Canvas - Designer / Poly A

1/2” Canvas - Designer / Poly A

1/16” Canvas - Designer OP / Poly B

1/8” Canvas - Designer OP / Poly B

1/4” Canvas - Designer OP / Poly B

5/8” (1/8” ACR + 1/2” MDF) Canvas - Classic Metallic / Acrylic B

5/8” (1/8” ACR + 1/2” MDF) Canvas - Palette / Acrylic B

3/4” (1/4” ACR + 1/2” MDF) Canvas - Palette / Acrylic B

1” (1/2” ACR + 1/2” MDF) Canvas - Palette / Acrylic B

1/2” Canvas - Palette - Designer / Acrylic B


